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 .pdf) [4] [ [5] ~~~ bjelkeman-again I get that in the US, since society does not trust people, it is up to corporations to control
the masses. Since in Europe it is up to the people, then it is up to the people to control the masses. I for one feel that I don't need
to know what my neighbours or family are up to. adamtj > society does not trust people Sorry, I think you're mistaking society
for the majority of people in specific organizations. In the US, corporations are actually supposed to trust their employees. And

employees are also supposed to trust their employers. And the government is supposed to be the ultimate arbiter of fairness.
qbrass There are three times as many CEOs as there are employees. ------ seanhunter Locking up an order of magnitude more

people than the US prison system is already doing in the 'War on Drugs'. Why does this article not explain why this is
happening? rayiner I would be surprised if one-tenth of the prison population were federal prisoners. In this space, the big ones

(Illinois, Texas) have more than one- hundred thousand inmates. mc32 It seems to be that the big fish are the ones doing the
worst, but the high number of small fish is what's driving the problem. matt_wulfeck Anecdotally, I saw this happen in

Germany. Germany has an incredibly high rates of violent crime. The city I lived in had a record number of murders per capita.
I saw people killed, businesses burned and 82157476af
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